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A new day for the Old Forest
     Few Memphis experiences 
compare to walking into the 
Old Forest State Natural Area in 
springtime, when the new leaves 
of towering trees glow an almost 
neon green, and the ground 
is carpeted with bright yellow 
poppies, deep red trillium, and 
soft purple phlox. Surrounded 
by the songs of birds tuning up 
for breeding season, it’s easy to 
feel you’re miles apart from a city 
that’s just a few steps away.

     But a forest ecosystem, 
especially one bounded on all 
sides by a busy urban area, 
is a fragile thing. Plants and 
insects native to other parts of 
the world can wreak havoc by 
preying on the native species a 
forest depends on to function, 
and climate change brings more 
frequent and damaging severe weather events. All 
these negative impacts can add up quickly, especially 
if no one is working to counteract them.

     The restoration and protection of the Old Forest 
were two of the major reasons that Overton Park 
Conservancy was created in 2012. In our first seven 
years of managing the forest, you’ve heard us talk 
a lot about academic research and invasive species 
removal, and that’s by design: we needed to get to 
know the forest, understand how it’s functioning, 
and start removing the things that were making it 
unhealthy. Under the supervision of our Director of 
Operations, Eric Bridges, we are preparing to enter 

the next phase, where practical 
research will allow us to develop 
a concrete plan that preserves the 
forest for future generations.

      “Without intervention,” Eric 
says, “the forest will not be 
resilient, will not withstand all 
the threats humans and the 
environment throw at it, and will 
not function as a healthy, diverse 
ecosystem. And it definitely won’t 
have the grand character that we 
enjoy today.”

Setting the Forest 
Up for Success
     Urban forests tend to be 
magnets for invasive species 
because of their proximity to 
residential areas, where home 
gardeners have used fast-
growing, dense plants like English 

ivy and Chinese privet as privacy screens. Those two 
plants, along with other ornamentals native to different 
parts of the world, easily escape into natural areas via 
wind, water, animals, and people. 

     Ten years ago, the Old Forest was dominated 
by Chinese privet in both the understory (ground 
level) and midstory (the level between the tallest and 
shortest trees). It choked out wildflowers and kept new 
trees from establishing, and in sunny gaps it could 
grow to 20 feet tall. While the deciduous native plants 
went dormant in the winter, privet stayed green and 
just kept sprouting up.



     The Conservancy’s first priority was to fight back 
against privet. In our first two winters, we removed 
more than 2,000 cubic yards--about 100 truckloads 
of privet, opening up dozens of acres where sunlight 
could return to the forest floor and wake up native 
seeds that were waiting underground. Since then, 
we’ve continued to manage the inevitable privet re-
sprouts while also fighting other aggressive invaders 
like ivy, kudzu, tree of heaven, mahonia, and nandina. 
(See sidebar below for details of our recent efforts.)

     Getting these plants under control is a crucial first 
step before we can think about positive interventions 
like replanting native species. Invasive species are 
hardier and faster-growing because they have no 
natural predators in our area; the caterpillars and 
beetles that feed on the leaves of native trees don’t 
have a taste for the introduced plants, allowing them 
to grow unchecked. As we remove invasive cover, we 
give native seeds a chance to burst forth on their own. 
But can we count on that to happen?

Regeneration: The Mark of a 
Healthy Forest
     So much of the forest’s emotional impact is tied 
up in the majestic 150-foot-tall oaks and tulip poplars. 
As those trees die off, their replacements have yet 
to begin growing in. If we want future generations 
to have a chance to experience the Old Forest in a 

similar way, we need to figure out why.   

     In an ideal world, when a large tree falls down and 
creates a gap in the canopy, sunlight hits the forest 
floor, and native wildflowers begin to pop up the next 
spring. They’re followed in the next few years by tree 
saplings, which compete with each other to reach the 
canopy. As the trees establish themselves, shade-
tolerant shrubs and wildflowers take over the spaces 
underneath, providing a variety of habitat and food 
sources for wildlife.

     In our forest, as in many other urban woodlands, 
that process of regeneration has been interrupted. 
The oaks and tulip poplars are sending out seeds, but 
we’re seeing few saplings and even fewer mid-size 
trees, a sign that something is keeping them from 
being successful. We know that the presence of so 
many invasive species is part of the problem, but is it 
the whole problem? And if it’s not, what can we do to 
help more native trees regenerate?

     This is the question Eric is setting out to answer 
as he pursues his PhD in forestry at Mississippi State 
University. Using the Old Forest as his research lab, he 
will spend the next several years exploring large gaps 
to see what grows there after they have been cleared 
of invasive plants. The data he collects will help us 
understand what’s keeping our signature trees from 
growing again--and what we might be able to do to 
help them.
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     In order to study how 
removing invasive species 
affects regeneration, we 
need people! We received 
a major assist this winter 
when an AmeriCorps NCCC 
crew spent two weeks in 
the park, primarily focused 
on removing English ivy. In 
some places, vegetation was 
so thick that crew members 
couldn’t see through it and 
had to hack their way toward 
each other. They cleared 
multiple plots of invasives 
around the Old Forest.

     The crew was led by Conservancy volunteer Bill Bullock, 
who has been working with us for over a year. He has 
received training and certification in the application of 
chemical treatments for invasive plants, and has developed 
a program that helps us apply any treatments safely 

and efficiently. He also 
coordinates volunteer work 
events and helps to educate 
the community on which 
plants to avoid using in their 
home gardens.

     One plant Bill has 
been treating is tree of 
heaven, a fast-growing 
invasive that’s said to put 
out toxic chemicals when 
it’s threatened. Christian 
Brothers University student 
Alexa Henderson is currently 
testing that theory with 
trees of heaven in the park. 

She’s disturbing these trees to varying degrees and then 
testing the surrounding soil to see if the stressed trees are 
poisoning native vegetation. This research would impact 
how we treat trees of heaven in order to minimize damage 
to adjacent native plants.

The AmeriCorps crew with a tangle of English ivy.
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When will this work pay off?
     Timelines are difficult to provide in forest 
stewardship, but if you’re a home cook, you may have 
heard the maxim “cook to the indicator, not the time.” 
In other words, if a recipe says to bake cookies for 10 
minutes or until golden brown at the edges, it’s the 
color you’re looking for, not the buzzing of the timer. 
Forest management is similar (albeit with a much 
longer time horizon than a batch of cookies!). It’s hard 
to say we’ll have a healthy forest in ten years, because 
we can’t control weather events, the arrival of disease-
carrying insects, or other external factors. But we can 
point toward a goal.

     So in the Old Forest, what is that indicator? What 
lets us know that our efforts are working?

     According to Eric, it’s when the ecosystem is 
displaying healthy function. It’s when we start to see 
overstory trees like tulip poplars and oaks make it out 
of the sapling phase and begin to achieve the larger 
sizes that suggest they could make it to the canopy 
again. It’s when gaps created by large trees falling 
don’t turn into a breeding ground for a single invasive 
species, but instead foster a diverse mix of natives. 
We might start seeing a greater variety of birds and 
insects passing through and feeding on the increased 
native plant stock.

     Stewards of a forest do their work knowing they 
will probably not see the results in their own lifetimes. 
Instead, they’re planning, laying foundations, and 
building something for future generations. In that way, 
the Old Forest is Memphis’ own cathedral. When you 
support Overton Park Conservancy’s efforts to study 
the dynamics of our forest, make a management plan 
for its specific conditions, and implement solutions that 
create a high-functioning ecosystem, you are building 
that cathedral. You are helping to create a place that is 
resilient and diverse, fostering wildlife and nourishing 
the human spirit.

Did you know that several of the most harmful invasive species in the Old Forest are plants you can buy at garden centers? 
American stores routinely sell ornamental plants from Europe and Asia that escape from yards into natural areas like the Old 
Forest, devouring sun and nutrients needed by native plants. Here are a few plants you should avoid purchasing:

Be a smart gardener by avoiding these harmful plants

Invasive English ivy (left) and native crossvine (right).

• English ivy
• Chinese wisteria
• Wintercreeper
• Japanese honeysuckle

Invasive Vines

• Chinese privet
• Nandina
• Mahonia
• Burning bush

Invasive Shrubs

• Bradford pear
• Princess tree

Invasive Trees

• Crossvine
• American wisteria
• Virginia creeper
• Coral honeysuckle

Good Alternatives

• Inkberry
• Autumn sage
• American beautyberry
• Virginia sweetspire

• Flowering dogwood
• Redbud

Your gift at www.overtonpark.org/give or in 
the enclosed envelope is critical to this work.
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     In this issue, we decided to do something a little different. Instead of a survey of 
everything that’s happening in Overton Park, we’re taking a deep dive into one of the 
features that makes this park extraordinary: the Old Forest State Natural Area. (You’ll 
find a few project updates on the back page).

     If you haven’t been into the Old Forest lately, I urge 
you to spend an hour on one of the trails. You’ll 
notice immediately that the air is cooler under the tree canopy, and more 
humid. The light is softer, and the greenery surrounding you makes you feel 
a little more relaxed. Your pace may slow, you’ll breathe deeply, and you’ll 
start to notice some of the details of the plants around you. Research has 
documented the physical and mental health benefits of a nature walk. 

     Overton Park Conservancy is focusing significant effort on the health of the 
Old Forest because, without our help, it would be cease to offer the grandeur 
that we’re able to experience today. The impact of this work is measured in 
much longer time increments than the quarterly earnings reports you expect 
from big businesses. The investment we’re making now is unlikely to yield 

dramatic, observable results for decades, maybe generations. While we may not live to see the ultimate fruits of 
our work, we are no less driven to put in the effort that points this remarkable place toward good health.

     One of the strengths Overton Park Conservancy brings to the table is a team with genuine passion for the 
Old Forest, and a drive to understand what makes the ecosystem tick. Through partnerships with the academic 
community, the Tennessee Department of Conservation and Natural Resources, and a growing cadre of citizen 
scientists, we’re learning more about the forest’s strengths and challenges with every passing year. The 
foundation laid by this research is vital to developing a management plan targeting the specific issues faced by 
a 126-acre forest that’s surrounded on all sides by developed areas.

     We want to share all we’re learning with you, and especially with our youngest neighbors. We’re growing 
the next generation of conservationists here at Overton Park and creating a culture of conservation that will 
continue to nurture this forest long after we’re gone. We need your help to do this. 

     Please support our conservation work with a gift that sustains this legacy for future generations.   

Sustaining a forest for the future
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Rhodes students document everything on six legs
     When a bee and a wasp square off, who wins?

     In the case of two insects caught by Rhodes 
College senior Colleen Hulsey during her entomology 
class this semester, the bee triumphed. During a 
sweep of her net in the Old Forest, Colleen wound 
up with two insects that she deposited into the same 
collection vial. Although they were the same length, 
she figures the bumblebee used its stouter body to 
stun the wasp. “It was kind of a knockout,” she says.

     Colleen and her classmates are part of one of the 
first entomology courses being offered at Rhodes 
College. Under the direction of Dr. Stephanie Haddad 
and the permission of the Tennessee Department of 
Environment & Conservation, they’ve been spending 
time in the Old Forest this semester collecting insects. 
At the conclusion of their work, they will contribute the 
specimens to create a new insect collection at Rhodes. 

     “There was no baseline collection to measure 
against,” Dr. Haddad says. “Our goal this semester was 
to get an idea of the diversity of insects in and around 
the park to form the basis for future research.”

     For the students, the class was a chance to get 
to know both Overton Park and the insect life within. 
Senior Bess Freeman said she had never really 
explored the trails before taking the course, but that 
she gradually became familiar with which insects 
would appear at certain places in the park. “On a 
sunny day when the ground is warm, I could go over 
to the golf course and find dragonflies on the ground,” 
she says. Her goal for the semester was to collect her 
namesake--a Bess beetle--which she finally did during 
a nighttime excursion with insect lights in April. “I was 
the last person in class to find one!”

     Junior John McArthur said he also became familiar 
with the way insect populations changed with the 
weather. “When we started in January, we saw mostly 
beetles and termites living under logs,” he says. “As 
the leaves have come out, we’ve seen flies, moths, and 
butterflies. And I never knew how many different types 
of bees there were.”

     The nighttime meetings offered a shortcut for 
students to build out their collections. “We lost track 
of time because so many things were swarming to the 
lights,” Bess says. “We stayed until we ran out of vials. 
I caught more insects that night than in four daytime 
trips to the park.”

     Entomology courses are typically held in the fall 
semester, because with insects often emerging in 
warmer weather, January and February collection 
can be challenging. But Dr. Haddad says she was 
pleasantly surprised that the students were able to 
find insects on every excursion. The spring semester 
also gave them a chance to see which insect species, 
particularly pollinators, specialize on different spring 
wildflowers. “The spring ephemeral plants often get 
missed in these surveys,” she says, so they got to see 
which species of bee arrived with the spicebush and 
which favored wildflowers like sweet Cicely.

     After this semester concludes, Dr. Haddad will 
organize the specimens into a collection, and we’ll 
begin to see a picture of the diversity of insect families 
in the Old Forest. This summer, she and several 
students will continue researching insects in the Old 
Forest, focusing on pollinator diversity in several plots 
in the woods. She looks forward to sharing her findings 
with the community and increasing our knowledge of 
the creatures with whom we share our backyards.

Dr. Stephanie Haddad and senior Colleen Hulsey watch a newly caught bee and wasp.

Junior John McArthur and senior Bess Freeman net damselflies in the Old Forest.
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Getting to know (and love) our native copperheads
Malle Carrasco-
Harris is a PhD 
candidate at 
the University 
of Memphis 
whose research 
on Southern 
copperheads is 
teaching us about 
one of the forest’s 
most secretive 

species. By implanting them with radio transmitters, 
she has tracked the movements of dozens of snakes 
at Overton Park and Meeman Biological Station. We 
asked her to share some preliminary findings with us.

What’s special about copperheads in Overton Park?

     I focused on copperheads because a previous 
study showed them to be the most abundant species 
of snakes found on walking surveys. Part of my work 
focused on spatial ecology–the movement and home 
range size of the animals. Imagine your home range to 
be where you live, work, and play frequently. 

     After three years of tracking, we conclude that 
Overton copperheads have smaller home ranges than 
not only Meeman ones, but also copperheads from 
other rural studies. Overton copperheads generally 
move less and their movement does not change as 
much seasonally as it did for snakes at Meeman. As 
anyone who spends a lot of time in the Old Forest may 
have noted, copperheads move the most in April-May 
and August-September, their two breeding seasons. 

     I like to compare the Overton snakes to people living 
in urban areas: they may live in smaller homes, but can 
work and shop right around the corner, so they don’t 
travel as much as people who live in rural areas with 
lots of acreage and have to commute.

     In terms of size, Overton copperheads are also small 
in weight and length, and males and females don’t 
differ much. Male copperheads tend to be larger than 
females, but that’s not the case in Overton. 

     When I compared the genetic fingerprint of 
copperheads in Overton and Meeman, I found those 
in Overton had less genetic diversity, and that their 
populations were distinct. Low genetic diversity could 
have devastating effects if a disease swept through 
the population, because they have less chance of 
having genes that are resistant to the new challenge. 
It could also mean in the future more and more snakes 

are related to each other, although it doesn’t seem 
(surprisingly!) that the population is inbred just yet. 

What other snakes might people see in the forest?

     Including the copperhead, we believe there are six 
species in Overton, including mid-size species like rat 
snakes and garter snakes. There are also small species 
such as worm snakes, brown snakes, and ringneck 
snakes (my favorite, besides the copperhead). These 
small species hide in dark places away from hungry 
birds. You may find some in the soil of your garden! 

     For those interested in identifying snakes or other 
wildlife, I recommend Tennessee Watchable Wildlife 
(tnwatchablewildlife.org). It has reliable pictures, 
descriptions, and distribution maps of animals by group. 

What do you wish people understood about snakes?

     I was new to snakes when I started doing my 
research, and coming from the part of Texas where 
the disagreeable practice of “rattlesnake roundup” still 
occurs, I was definitely apprehensive at first. Science 
has also shown that generally people are likely to be 
afraid of snakes, and that is something we pick up 
easily from the people around us. So, I’m sympathetic 
with people who are afraid of snakes.

     However, wildlife has a place in urban ecosystems, 
too, and snakes are predators and serve an important 
role in the food web. When you visit a natural area, 
be open to seeing wildlife you wouldn’t see in your 
own backyard. I encourage people to step away from 
learned fear, which can lead to negative outcomes 
for the helpless animal and potentially negative 
consequences for the person, and embrace wildlife 
diversity. Avoid disturbing a wild animal with physical 
contact and give it space to move away.

A map showing the home ranges of eight individual copperheads in the Old Forest.
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Meet Fields, our new Visitor Services Coordinator
     When Overton Park Conservancy welcomed our 
new Visitor Services Coordinator to the staff this 
spring, we weren’t just adding someone with excellent 
customer service skills. Our newest team member, 
Fields Falcone, has a lifelong love for both Overton 
Park and conservation, and her deep knowledge of 
forest birds brings us a richer understanding of the 
valuable habitat that the park provides.

     At the Conservancy, Fields is responsible for 
our facility rental program, assisting customers with 
scheduling events at pavilions, the formal gardens, 
and the Greensward. It’s a role that provides her the 
opportunity to meet Memphians from across the city 
as they organize weddings, reunions, birthday parties, 
and church picnics. “I’m deeply moved by the value of 
family in this city,” she says. “It’s rewarding to have the 
opportunity to help Memphians plan the events that 
bring them joy.”

     The new role also affords Fields the opportunity to 
spend more time in a park she has treasured all of her 
life. After growing up in Memphis, she lived around the 
country pursuing her two passions, birds and music. 
Even after years conducting bird surveys in California 
and playing gigs in New York, she was still enchanted 
to return home and walk, binoculars in hand, in the 
only old-growth urban forest in Tennessee. 

     When she came home in the 1990s, Overton Park 
was experiencing the era of benign neglect, when 
lack of funding turned parks all over the country 
into ghosts of their vibrant former selves. The park’s 
reputation plummeted as users stopped feeling safe. 
“I still wanted to feel like the park was mine to enjoy,” 
Fields says, recounting that she walked her husky 

Shepherd on 
the trails every 
day. “I felt like 
I was one of 
the pioneers 
of reclaiming 
the forest as 
a place for 
recreation. It 
was a beautiful 
place, but less 
welcoming 
than it is today.”

     This isn’t 
Fields’ first 
time working in 
Overton Park. 
She also spent 
eight years at 
the Memphis 
Zoo, working 
in the research department and in animal programs. 
There, she developed skills in lab work, animal 
training, and communicating conservation issues to the 
public. As a keeper in the China collection, she spent 
part of her days training giant pandas, which involved 
positively reinforcing behaviors (like presenting a 
paw) that assisted the staff in performing daily medical 
checks. She says her greatest joy at the Zoo was 
interacting with visitors and fostering “a-ha” moments 
about animals and conservation.

     While she was at the Zoo, she developed a study 
of local park birds that is currently in process. Her 
focus on the density and diversity of birds in forested 
city parks takes her to four research sites: two forests 
connected to river corridors (T.O. Fuller State Park and 
the Lucius Burch State Natural Area), and two forests 
that are isolated in urban areas (Nesbit Park in Bartlett 
and the Overton Park Old Forest). Her point counts, 
conducted by listening for birds in a standardized 
radius, will help her understand how the urban 
environment impacts birds and their habitats. You may 
find her in the woods early in the morning, standing 
still and listening.

     “I feel like working for Overton Park Conservancy 
is a full-circle story in my life,” Fields says. “I have the 
opportunity to continue my passion for conservation 
outreach and bird research, and I feel a deeper 
integration with the city of Memphis because Overton 
Park is the park for everyone.”

Fields’ favorite Old Forest bird is the white-eyed vireo, which breeds here in 
summertime. She says “They’re spunky, they’re curious, and they each have 
individual personalities. They also have the funniest song.”

In her spare time, Fields participates in volunteer bird 
banding events. Here she is with an Eastern towhee.
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Why trees are wanted, dead or alive
     Overton Park is full of beautiful old trees. We’ve 
measured many specimens in the Old Forest State 
Natural Area at over 180 years old. But it’s not just 
old trees that can fall during a wind or thunderstorm 
event–young trees that aren’t structurally sound can 
fall at any time too. On the exterior of the forest, in the 
more landscaped areas of the park, it’s easier to spot 
trees that aren’t healthy and remove them before they 
become hazardous. But what about in the woods?

     Within the Old Forest, occasional tree death is 
a fact of life. Strong windstorms this March caused 
two notable tree falls–one, a beloved old Shumard 
oak at the point where the limestone trail meets the 
entrance to the Old Forest Loop trail, and the other 
a cherrybark oak that fell near an intersection of 
trail segments closer to East Parkway Pavilion. The 
cherrybark hit another large tree on its way down, and 
that tree in turn toppled over a few days later.

     The Conservancy manages the Old Forest in 
partnership with the Tennessee Department of 
Environment and Conservation, whose policy is to 
leave dead trees in place in natural areas. This means 
you’ll get an up-close look at how the recently fallen 
trees adjust to their new role in the ecosystem. Dead 
trees may not be the most attractive part of a forest, 
but in reality, they’re not just natural but essential. 

     In the woods, a tree’s work is far from done after it’s 
dead. Here are a few reasons why we don’t remove 
dead trees from the woods:

     Dead trees help create soil. Rotting wood is 
colonized by fungi and mosses, which break it down 
into nutrients that enrich the soil. In turn, wildflowers, 
ferns, and new trees have a welcoming environment to 
take root, and erosion of the existing soil is reduced.

     They’re an excellent habitat source. Dead trees 
make a whole menagerie of life possible, from ants 

to toads to 
raccoons. Whole 
life cycles begin 
when a tree 
falls: insects 
move in, then 
woodpeckers 
make holes in the 
trees to pluck out 
the bugs. Those 
birds, along with 
smaller songbirds 

like wrens and titmice, set up nests in the cavities. The 
sun also hits the forest floor, creating space for sun-
loving wildflowers to emerge.

     They provide a natural reservoir. When large trees 
fall, they create pits where their roots had been and 
mounds where the trees decay. The pits trap water 
and leaves, helping reduce runoff by diverting some 
water from collecting on trails. Mounds support fungi, 
insects, amphibians, lichen, and plants, adding to the 
richness of biodiversity in the forest.

     Unfortunately, both of the March tree falls took 
place right across walking trails, so we needed to 
take some kind of action to prevent new trails from 
being created by people walking around the downed 
limbs. So we called our friends at Urban Forestry, who 
cleared the debris from the Shumard oak from the 
limestone trail to quickly reopen this path for runners.

     Because the base of the oak is 7-8 feet high even 
when lying on the ground, we decided it would be 
unsafe to slice a path through it with chainsaws. 
Instead, we slightly rerouted the entrance to the Old 
Forest Loop around the base of the tree, which should 
provide a fascinating up-close look at how its decay 
will support new life.

     The cherrybark oak in the forest interior was 
cleared from the trail, and because it was smaller in 
diameter the crew was able to cut some “cookies” 
(small slices of the trunk) to indicate where pedestrians 
should go in order to stay on marked trails. As the 
groundcover in this area re-establishes and makes the 
path more obvious, we’ll likely remove those cookies.

Until groundcover fills in around the fallen cherrybark oaks, a few “cookies” are being 
used to help people stay on the trail.
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Drs. Louise & Ray Allen
Justin Allen
Johnnie & Dr. Rex Amonette
ANF Architects
Art Center Memphis
The Art Project
Jimpsie & Warren Ayres
Melissa Azzi
Lauri & Patrick Balk
Rebecca & Blake Ballin
Paula & Cliff Barnes
Susannah & Kevin Barton
Thaler & Tom Beasley
Kathleen & Dr. Schorr Behnke
Robin & Dr. Stephen Behrman
Belleair Woods Association
Emily & Steve Bishop
Mary & Allen Blair
Pam & Sam Blair
Dr. Patrick Blankinship
Wight Boggs
Pam & Andy Branham
Cindy & Kevin Brewer
Lynn & Jon Buhler
Teresa & Bill Bullock
Ginny & Berkeley Burbank
Susan & Rice Byars
Calamos Financial Services LLC
Emily & Jason Callahan
Doug Campbell
Corinna & Dr. Luis Campos
Pat & Sturla Canale
Caroline & Greg Carrico
Ebet Carrière Peeples
Peggy & Bill Carrington Jones
Rachel Cheek & Matthew Jakes
Gina & James Christian
Kay Clancy & Steven Brown
Suzanna & Mike Cody
Ashley & Mac Coffield
Jan & Ron Coleman
Carol Coletta & John Montgomery
Nora & Dan Conaway
Gary R. Cook
Paula & Edward Cooley
Cooper-Young Community  
  Association
Susan Courson-Smith & H.B.  
  Smith

Margaret & William Craddock
Samantha & Agustin Crespo
Alice & Matthew Crow
Sylvia & Teddy Crum
Amy Daniel & Cameron Mann
Donna & Robert Diebold
Karen & Daniel Dixon
Ashley & Robert Donati
Debra & Reid Dulberger
Dumpsters.com
Dr. Kristen & Doug Duncan
Melissa Duong Namba & Yuki  
  Namba
East End Neighborhood  
  Association
Pat Faudree
Lisa & Jeb Fields
First Tennessee Foundation
Megan & Steele Ford
Diane Fulton & Gino Bauwens
Kat Gordon & Thomas Robinson
Sally & Danny Graflund
Emily & Ben Graham
Romney Grandi & Robert Bader
Drs. Baker Gross & Hunter  
  Rittenberry
Sue & Frank Guarino
Jennifer & Paul Hagerman
Laura & Michael Halbrook
Claudia & Bill Haltom
Dr. David Hamilton
Jane & Eddie Hankins
Terri Harris
Linda Hendershot & Bill Rehberg
Mia & Paul Henley
Meredith Hennessy & Louis Stifter
George Higgs
James Holland
Pung-Pung Huang & Frank Byrd
Margaret & Charles Hubbert
Huey’s Restaurants
Will Irvine
Margaret & Kenny Jabbour
Candy & Rick Jefferies
Drs. Lisa & David Jennings
Susan Jennings
Robbie Johnson Weinberg & Dr.  
  Michael Weinberg
Mary & Stan Jones
Monica & Johnny Jones
Carol & Gene Katz
Cheryl Kent
Allison & Steven King
Suzanne & Bill Landers
Michael Landrum
Brenda & Jim Lanier

Overton Park Conservancy gratefully acknowledges the individuals and organizations who made donations and in-kind 
(noted with italics) gifts from January 1, 2018 to December 31, 2018. If we have inadvertently omitted the name of one of 
our supporters, we sincerely apologize.
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Moriah & Sam Lee
Lipscomb & Pitts
Dr. & Mrs. Robert R. Llewellyn
Diane & Tom Long
Kristin & Matthew Lotz
Shirley Lupfer
James MacMurray
Caroline MacQueen
Mahaffey Event & Tent Rentals
Marco’s Pizza
Deborah Matthews
Cornelia & W.C. McDaniel
Debbie, Chris, & Owen McHaney
Kathryn & Dan McRitchie
Diane Meess & John Pekar
Memphis Ultimate Disc  
  Association
Merrell
Midtown Memphis Development  
  Corporation
Chapman & Chip Morrow
Mercy & Rick Neal
Dr. Erin Nelson & Kevin Dacus
Patti & James Newsom
Caroline Norris
Cardell Orrin
Jenni & Andrew Pappas
Pinnacle Perpetual Services
Anne Pitts
Leslie Portis
Sarah & Niel Prosser
Jana & Hugh Pulley
Mary Leslie & Lee Ramsey
Redeemer Presbyterian Church
Carol & Greer Richardson
Stacye & Gary Richardson
Karen & Murray Riss
Barclay Roberts & Mark Jones
Ashley & Michael Robilio
Lauren & Eddie Robinson
Greg Russell
Martha & Joe Saab
Mr. Bret Sanders & Dr. Charles  
  Fraga
Audrey Sax
Schwartz Electric Co.
Drs. B. Kay Jackson & Thomas  
  Shelton
Carla Shirley & James  
  Piiparinen
Kim Simpson & Chris Tinkle
Jennifer Sink & Buck Wellford
Louise & John Slater
Linda & Frank Smith
Sally & Mark Smith
Anna Bess Sorin & Nate Nowak
Ginger & Josh Spickler
Megan & Justin Starling
Sara & Jordan Stephens
Erica Stoltz & Sujan Rajbhandary
Gretchen & Brian Stroud

T. Rowe Price Program for  
  Charitable Giving
Clara Talley & Stephen Humbert
Emily & Chris Taylor
Tanja L. Thompson
Nancy & Jeffrey Thompson
Ashley & Dr. Todd Tobias
Stephen Tower
Nicola & Dan Tupis
Utopia Animal Hospital
Yancy Villa-Calvo & Mauricio  
  Calvo
Kristen & Richard Vining
Dianna & Ricky Voyles
KC & Dr. Jeff Warren
Susan & Mark Weaver
Catherine & Joseph Weingarten
Drs. Ginger & Jim Whelan
Kathryn & Ford Wilkinson
Missy & Bill Williams
Rosemary & Jake Williams
Nancy & Richard Wood
Douglas Wright
Susan & Kent Wunderlich
Young Avenue Sound
Anne & Michael Zachry

$100 - $239
Katherine & Ben Adams
Betty Alsup
Amazon Smile Foundation
Jill Anderson & Jimmie Kay Finch
Jen Andrews & Marc Robinson
Carol & Randal Antley
Bette Arndt
Dr. & Mrs. James E. Bailey, Jr.
Sandra & Bill Bailey
Rose & Geoff Bakewell
Johnnie & Dr. John Bass
Judy Beach
Gail Beeman & Dennis Black
Carol & Terry Bishop
Scott Bojko
Lesli & Justin Breeden
Sara & Eric Bridges
Carrie & Tony Brooks
Ashley & Toof Brown
Walter Brown & Richard Tanner
Ruth Brucker
Anita Bunn
Alice & Dr. George Burruss
Andrew Buzan
Baird Callicott
Margaret & Craig Cardwell
Joseph Carson
Karen Casey
Rebecca & Jim Chappell
Bard Cole
Robin & Sidney Combs
Julie & Philip Conn
Madeline & David Cotton

Margaret & Steve Dean
Carol DeForest & Barron Boyd
Julie & William Denman
Pam Detrie & Jenny  
  Bartlett-Prescott
Mr. & Mrs. Parks Dixon
Mary Durham & Stephen  
  Lockwood
Pat & Jim Elcan
Joanna & Robert Fehse
Anne Frassinelli & Bill Ferguson
Donna Fisher
Deb & Bob Foehring
Martha & Dr. Noel Frizzell
Juan J. Fuentes & Robert F.  
  Thompson
Jerri Garavelli
Zada & Jep Gates
Minna & Alan Glenn
Carolyn B. Glover
Leslie & Stephen Goodwin
Monte Greer
Michelle & Jody Griggs
Ashley & Dan Harper
Ken Hartsfield
Robin & Dan Hatzenbuehler
Jane & Tom Heineke
Christina & Brian Herrera
Dr. Amy Hertz & Robert  
  Shankman
Nancy & Gene Holcomb
Dawn Hopkins
Michael Hougendobler
Hayley & Will Hudson
Katie Hughes
Carissa Hussong & David Lusk
David Jackson
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Jarrett, Jr.
Margaret Jefferson & Edwin  
  Thomas
Dr. Kimberly Kasper
Tricia & Chuck Kerwin
Cathy & Joe Bob King
Nancy & Charles Kistler, III
Tara & Brooks Kostakis
Stephen Lapham
Nancy & Mike Lawhead
Leslie & Tim Lee
Marjean Liggett & Kristi Estes
Barbara & James Lindstrom
Lauriann Lines
Sue Ann & Bernard Lipsey
Sybil & Andrew MacBeth
Beth Marlow Schulwolf & Steve  
  Schulwolf
Beverly Marrero
Edith Marshall
Nancy Masterson
Amanda Mauck
Susan McKnight
Robert McPherson

Marilyn & Benjamin Meeks
Grace Megel
Lorraine Meiners-Lovel & Gerald  
  Lovel
Memphis Runners Track Club
Debby & James Mirda
Andy Monsue
Laura & John Morris
Mary & Dr. Scott Morris
Amy & Steve Mulroy
Ann Murphy
Laura & Bill Murphy
Trude & Peter Naff
Alan Nathanson
Jamie & DJ Naylor
Justin Neill
Monika & Tom Nenon
Dr. Ellis Neufeld
Rich Olcott
Johannah O’Malley & Dean  
  Hestermann
Gwen & Penn Owen
Sherry & Don Park
Ruth & Kurt Patton
Pendergrast Insurance Co.
Susan Penn & Dr. Ron McDonald
Amanda Perry
Jade & John Planchon
Barbara & Paul Presley
Sharon Prewitt
Claire Prince & Dave Wiener
Dorothy & Robert Pugh
Mr. & Mrs. W.L. Quinlen, III
Marty & Steve Redding
Carol & Bob Richards
Leigh & Todd Richardson
Melody & Bud Richey
Brett Robbs
Latanyua & James Robinson
Colin Rork
Stu Rosen
John Ross
Steven Ross
Carol & Mike Ross-Spang
Kerry & Nathan Roy
Debbie & Mark Rutkowski
Bob Schreiber
Ann & Bill Schultz
Susan Schwartz
Rowlett Scott
Kerry Sernel
Marie Sheldon
Linda & Ron Sklar
Patti & Ritchie Smith
Shaun & John Sparacio
David Sparks
Jill & Ken Steinberg
Anne & John Stokes
Marla Stuart
Michaelia & James Sturdivant
Ann & Richard Sullivan
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Marci & Jay Sweeney
T Clifton Art
Marlene Tate & Murray Tate
Robert Taylor
Drs. Sharon & Edwin Thorpe
Caleb Tinkle
Louise & Calvin Turley
Brier & John Turner
Jeane Umbreit
Valerie & Henry Valk
Anni & Bill Walker
Mary Linda & Dr. Lee Wardlaw
William Warner
Mary Elizabeth & Matt Washburn
Robin & David Waters
Lindsey & Eric Weirich
Karen & Alex Wellford
Sue & Dr. Jerry Whitt
Ginny & Phillip Wilcox
Mary Wilder & Chuck Fox
Neville & Warfield Williams
Ruthie Williams & Buddy Fey
Noell & Gary Wilson
Dr. Palmer Wilson
Cindy Wilson Lewis
Thomas Woodley
Emily Woodside & Dr. Bill Falvey
Sharon Younger
Pallas & Phil Zanone
 
Up to $99
Emily Adams Keplinger
Regan Adolph
Larry Alexander
Sally & Vince Alfonso
Tonya & Daniel Ashworth
Emily & Ben Austin
Anne Ballam
Caroline Barnett
Carol Beachey
Monique & Neil Beals
Stephanie & Daniel Beasley
Jennifer Belz
Mary Benton
Valerie Berlin & Tom Edwards
Betsy Black
Barbara Blum
Marion & Jack Borg
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Bossemeyer
Patricia Brainard
Melissa & Gary Bridgman
Diane & Craig Brown
Glennys & Tiger Bryant
Callie Bugg & Andrew Wofford
Taryn Burgess & Micah  
  Wasserman
Bill Burtch & Peter Raccasi
Janie & Rip Carloss
Stephanie & Chip Chockley
Ann Clements & Bobby Carter
Linda & Dr. James Cochran

Lanny Coker
Cindy Coles
Eric Cooley
Sarah Cronk
Lee Cross
Watt W. Daniel, Sr. 
Ellen Daugherty & Jeff Jackson
Nick Denton-Brown
Vaughan Dewar
Mr. & Mrs. Michael Donahoe
Jill Douglass
Elisabeth Eickhoff
Vivian & Roger Ekstrom
Dr. Robert England
Evergreen Garden Club
Fields & Mike Falcone
Kathy Fay & Richard Meek
Linde Feibelman
Jana Files & Lee Phelan
Charlotte Fineberg-Buchner &  
  Clark Buchner, III
Charlotte Fisher
Janet & Les Freeman
Astrid & Tylur French
Kate Friedman
Maria & David Gall
Jane Gamble & Catherine Nathan
Martha Gaston
Barbara Geater & Larry Townsend
Deborah Geels & Michael  
  Hanthorn
Drs. Christa George & Chris Wood
Diane Glueck
Laura Goodman-Bryan
Jennifer & Todd Green
John Griffin, Jr.
Cyndy Grivich Tucker
Kim Gullett
Carol & Joseph Hagan
Kameron Hall
Judith Hammond
Mr. & Mrs. Kiran Hanumaiah
Mrs. Ann C. Harris
Albert Harvey
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Havard
Edith Heller
Julia & Brian Hencel
Shelby & Coleman Herrod
Janice M. Holder
Natalie & Andrew Holmes
Donna Hood
Anne Hooper
Helen Hope
Randy Horras
Prudence Howe
Natalie & Jimmy Jalenak
Paul Jennings
Amanda & Jason Johns
Jeannie & Bishop Don Johnson
Lyn & John Joyner
Jamie & Nick Katerberg

Jo Kee
Elizabeth & Jack Kinney
Daniel Kohn
Kristin & Jon Korneliussen
Barbara & Barry Kuhn
Valarie Labens
Kay & Hayden Lait
Brooks Lamb
Linda & Robert Lanier
Daniel Larsen
Megan & Robert Latta
Mark Lindstrom
Leanne Logan & Alan Johnson
Angie Lusk
Kelsey Lyons
Ilene Markell & Ben Lewis
Tommy Marsh
Jim Marshall
Brian Martinelli
Susan & Drew Mascolino
Lisa Matlock
Carroll & Dan Mayfield
Stacy & Chris McCall
Mimi & Ed McDugle
Kathleen McElroy & Sam White
Tritia McLaughlin & Paul van Son
Melissa McMasters
Bethany & Zac McRae
Memphis Redbirds
John Klyce Minervini
Melisa Moore
Prof. Charles B. Moore
Cindy & Scott Moore
Amy & Brad Moritz
Jan & Scott Morrell
Nancy & Charles Mullins
Dr. Katie Murrah
Lynn & John Murray
Michelle Naef & Michael Ham
Donna & Steve Nash
Dr. Emily & Richard Neff
Leah & Jackie Nichols
Randy Norwood
Philip Oliphant
Linda Opiel
Carol Oswald
Richard Owen
Marina Pacini & David McCarthy
Marina Pakis
Cece & Andy Palazola
Janet Partridge & Tom Lawrence
Margaret & Majid Paydar
Laura Pepper
Kim & Blair Perry
Cristina & Cap Pinkham
Genevieve Posey
Rosemary & Mike Potter
Randel Price
Breanna Radtke
Emilie Ratner
Ann Kendall Ray

Amanda Robbins
Michelle Rogers
Bernard Rolfes
Mandy & Rick Rough
Mary & Bill Rubin
Paul Rubin
Sandy & Larry Rutledge
Mr. Shahin A. Samiei
Steven Scheer
Marcia & David Scher
Jane Schneider
Olaf Schulz
Richard Scudder
Kathy Sellars
Joann & Steve Selvidge
Marian & Frank Shaffer
Karen J. Smith
Madeline Smith
Southern Vault Company
Taryn & Jim Spake
Diane Spears
Nancy & John Stinchfield
Baylor & Howard Stovall
Elise Stratton
Mary Streete
Quinn Strother
Elizabeth & John Sumner
Barbara Taller
Rebecca Terrell & Eric Gottlieb
Dr. Linda Tharp
William Theiss
Shelley & Glen Thomas
Leann Thompson
Lissa Thompson
Dr. David Tipton
Leslie & Ted Townsend
Wendy & Richard Trenthem
Rita & Jerry Tulino
Brenda Vance
Penni & Don Walker
Paige & Scott Walkup
Cindy Ware
Marilane & Dr. Otis Warr, III
Donna & Mark Weber
Tamara & Kim Wegenke
Catie Welsh & Drew Uhl
Toni Whitaker & Dan Hall
Nancy Wiers & Laura Harris
Barbara Willden
Jessica Williams
Cathy & Danny Wilson
Gretchen & Houston Winbigler
Elizabeth & Stephen Wirls
Gigi & A.J. Wolfe
Pixie & Richard Woodall
Mary & Jock Wright
Brewster P. Wyckoff, Lawrence  
  Wyckoff Carson, John C. Wyckoff  
  III, & Grainger Wyckoff
Linda Yates
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Tai chi class returns in June
Instructor Marjean Liggett brings 
tai chi to the formal gardens for 
the fifth year. Classes will be 
offered on Tuesday and Thursday 
mornings at 7:15 AM from June 
through September (except Fourth 
of July week). Marjean offers these 
sessions free of charge as a gift 
to the Overton Park community. 
All skill levels are welcome, and 
no RSVP or special equipment is 
required.

Poplar Avenue sidewalk project begins
Construction is set to begin on the MATA-funded sidewalk on 
Poplar Ave. from Veterans Plaza Dr. to Tucker. The project will 
provide a safe, ADA-accessible way to reach the park via the 
#50 MATA bus. As part of this project, the bus stop on Poplar 
across from Rembert will be removed as the historic trolley 
shelter will now be accessible to persons of limited mobility. 
Park entrances will remain open during the project, although 
they may be narrowed during some phases. Construction 
should be completed this summer. 

Overton Bark to get new 
drainage
Overton Park Conservancy will 
install new French drains at the 
dog park this spring, working 
with contractors and arborists 
to redirect water flow with 
minimal damage to tree roots. 
Following the project, we will 
install a new top layer of mulch. 
Thanks to A2H for designing 
this project, Wagner General 
Contractors for performing the 
work, and Hollywood Feed for  

                                                      sponsoring Overton Bark. 

Visitor counters set to be installed
Thanks to funding from International Paper and the Plough 
Foundation, Overton Park Conservancy will soon be able 
to quantify how many people are served by the park. Over 
the next few seasons, we will install vehicle, bicycle, and 
pedestrian counters at the main park entrances and at the 
gateways to the Old Forest. 

Park news and updates

Poplar Ave. sidewalk and bus shelter  (rendering by Amanda McGillvery)


